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Abstract. The long pulse experiments in the LHD has made progress in sustainment of improved
confinement states. It was found that steady-state sustainment of the plasmas with improved
confinement at the core region, that is, electron internal transport barrier (e-ITB), was achieved with
no significant difficulty. Sustainment of a plasma having e-ITB with the line average electron density
ne_ave of 1.1×1019 m−3 and the central electron temperature Te0 of ~3.5 keV for longer than 5 min only
with 340 kW ECH power was successfully demonstrated.

1. Introduction
The Large Helical Device (LHD) [1−3] in the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) is
furnished with superconducting coils and has great advantages in stable and long pulse plasma
sustainment. In contrast to tokamaks, the magnetic field configuration for plasma confinement in the
LHD is completely generated by superconducting helical and poloidal coils so that excitation of
toroidal plasma current is not required. Therefore, the LHD is suitable for performing investigations
on issues such as heat removal and plasma-wall interaction, which require stable long pulse discharges
without the difficulty of plasma current sustainment. Those investigations are necessary and profitable
for future steady state operation (SSO) of up to 1,000 s as planned in the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) [4].
Long pulse discharges of up to 1 hour have been investigated through intensive studies that use ion
cyclotron heating (ICH) with electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in LHD [5−8], setting the first goal as
1 hour sustainment of plasmas with ne_ave at least 1×1019 m−3. As the most successful achievement to
date, a discharge of 48 minutes with ne_ave of 1.2×1019 m−3, and Te0 and Ti0 of 2 keV was performed
with 940 kW ICH and 240 kW ECH [3, 8]. As the record for long pulse discharges, the Tore Supra
tokamak achieved the highest parameter of ne_ave = 1.8×1019 m−3, Te0 = 4.8 keV, and Ti0 = 2.0 keV.
However, the pulse duration time Tp was ~6 min [9]. Most recently, the EAST tokamak achieved
stable sustainment of a plasma with high confinement state (H-mode with H98(y2) ~ 1.1−1.2) for ~60 s
[10, 11]. On the other hand, as a stellarator, the LHD plasma is excellent at Tp of up to 54 min, and the
plasma parameter shows significant improvements in recent years. In addition, long pulse discharges

sustained only with the ECH have been investigated in LHD [12−15], because ECH is considered to
be unique and the most reliable heating technique for the future fusion reactors. The highest record of
the long pulse plasma sustained with ECH in LHD is ne_ave = 1.1×1019 m−3, Te0 ~2.7 keV, and Ti0 = 1
keV for Tp = 39 min [15].
Trials of long pulse discharges in the LHD suggest that the major cause of termination of the
discharges with the total heating power of up to ~2 MW is influx of carbon released mainly from
around divertors made with carbon. The above-mentioned ECH 39 min discharge was also terminated
by carbon influx. In the discharges with higher total power, the major causes of termination are
gradual and uncontrollable increase of the electron density attributed to outgas from locally heated
inner-vessel components, together with the carbon influx. To eliminate the problem of the carbon
influx, adopting metal or metal-coated divertors would be required.
Studies on formation of electron internal transport barrier (e-ITB) or core electron-root confinement
(CERC) have been conducted in LHD [16, 17]. Precise on-axis ECH power deposition results in the
formation of e-ITB, having threshold absorbed power against the electron density. However, these
investigations were performed with pulse lengths shorter than 1 s. Possible causes that have long time
constants such as current diffusion (> 10 s in LHD) and/or impurity accumulation may degrade the
transport barrier. In Ref. 11, the generation of e-ITB by application of on-axis ECH to the ~60 s Hmode discharge in EAST is briefly reported. However, long pulse sustainment of improved
confinement state is not an obvious matter. It should be validated experimentally whether the e-ITB
state can be sustained stably as plasmas with normal confinement state, at least until the perturbation
by the carbon influx occurs. In this paper, research and experimental activities regarding the topic of
sustaining long pulse discharges having e-ITB by ECH, under the limitation of available ECH power
sources (gyrotrons) and power injection antenna systems in the LHD, are described as follows. Section
2 describes the LHD and experimental apparatuses, and discusses improvements to these devices
undertaken in recent years. Achievement of a stable discharge of longer than 5 min having e-ITB that
use EC-waves is introduced in Sec. 3. The paper is then summarized in Sec. 4.

2. Experimental setup
2.1. LHD
The LHD is a helical device with toroidal period number m = 10 and polarity l = 2. The magnetic field
structure including rotational transform for plasma confinement is completely generated by external
superconducting magnets, such as a pair of helical coils and three pairs of poloidal coils. The magnetic
axis position Rax of LHD plasmas can be adjusted in the range from 3.42 to 4.1 m. In the typical case
of Rax = 3.6 m, the averaged minor radius is 0.58 m, the plasma volume is 30 m3, and the maximum
magnetic field at the magnetic axis averaged in the toroidal direction, Bt, is 2.85 T. The LHD had two
vacuum pumping systems in the period when the ECH long pulse discharges described in this paper
were performed. Cryosorption pumps and turbo pumps were installed in the vacuum pumping ports.
The cryosorption pumps were not operated and only the turbo pumps (two groups with pumping speed
of 6 m3/s and 15 m3/s for helium) were operated in the discharges. It is known that even with the
operating cryosorption pumps, the main pumping mechanism during discharges is wall-pumping not
only in the short pulse discharges of a few seconds but also in the long pulse discharges of a few tens
of minutes [18].
2.2. ECH system on the LHD
The current ECH system on the LHD has six working gyrotrons. The oscillation frequencies are 77
(three gyrotrons), 154 (two gyrotrons), and 82.7 (one gyrotron) GHz. The gyrotrons are installed in the
heating equipment room next to the LHD hall. The gyrotrons and the LHD are connected with
evacuated waveguide power transmission lines. The length of each transmission line is ~100 m. The
fundamental (2nd harmonic) resonance magnetic field at the frequency of 77 (154) GHz is 2.75 T. The

77 and 154 GHz gyrotrons have been developed by collaboration with the University of Tsukuba and
were installed on the LHD ECH system in recent years. Each of the 77 and 154 GHz gyrotrons
generates more than 1.0 MW port-through power at pulse operation of up to a few seconds. Though
the nominal output power at continuous wave (CW) operation of the gyrotrons is 0.3 MW or 0.5 MW,
the port-through powers in long pulse discharges are suppressed to less than 0.2 MW in order to assure
stable and safe operation.
The antenna systems in a top port (5.5-U for 77GHz#3 gyrotron) and in an equatorial port (2-O) are
used for the 77 and 154 GHz power injections. In the 2-O port, four antenna systems (2-OLR for
77GHz#1 gyrotron, 2-OLL for 154GHz#1 gyrotron, 2-OUR for 77GHz#2 gyrotron, and 2-OUL for
154GHz#2 gyrotron) are installed. A
schematic view of the 2-O port and the four
antenna systems is seen in Fig. 1. The upper
two antennas, 2-OUR and UL, were newly
constructed in 2014 corresponding to the
increase in the number of gyrotrons, and
were added to the previously installed lower
two antennas LR and LL. Therefore,
gyrotrons and antenna systems available for
recent experiments depend upon the
gyrotron installation and the antenna
construction.
The 77 GHz gyrotrons suffer gradual
increases of internal pressure during long
pulse operation delivering power to LHD.
Thus, long pulse operation is limited up to ~
10 min. For longer pulse experiments,
special operation schemes for gyrotrons,
such as alternating operations, are required.
On the other hand, each of the 154 GHz
gyrotrons works well for long pulse
operation without noticeable increase of
internal pressure due to its short wavelength
reducing wave diffraction inside the
gyrotron tube and the furnished sub-window
to remove stray wave power inside the tube.

Figure 1.
A schematic view of four EC-wave
beam injection antenna systems in the LHD 2-O port:
2-OUR (Upper-Right) antenna for 77GHz#2
gyrotron, 2-OUL (Upper-Left) for 154GHz#2
gyrotron, 2-OLR (Lower-Right) for 77GHz#1
gyrotron, and 2-OLL (Lower-Left) for 154GHz#1
gyrotron. The upper two systems were newly
installed. Each "-1" mirror is the steerable plane
mirror for EC-wave beam direction control. A plasma
is drawn in orange color.

3. Stable sustainment of a plasma having electron internal transport barrier by ECH
Plasmas with the improved electron confinement state, e-ITB (or, core electron-root confinement
CERC) [16, 17], have been investigated with short pulse discharges (< 1 s) in the LHD. Effective onaxis heating with the increased PECH at long pulse realized exploration of the possibility of long pulse
sustainment of high performance plasmas having e-ITB, without negative effects of impurity
accumulation and/or current diffusion. Thus, a long pulse plasma experiment with the condition for
precise on-axis ECH was attempted. The working gas was helium supplied with gas puffing systems.
The line average electron density is measured with far-infrared interferometer, and the electron
temperature and density profiles are measured with Thomson scattering system. In the discharges with
pulse length of longer than 10 s, some of the plasma parameters such as plasma stored energy and
plasma current are not available due to a drift effect on the integrators in the data processing circuits.
The ECH systems of the 77GHz#1 gyrotron (power injection using 2-OLR antenna), 154GHz#1
gyrotron (2-OLL), and 77GHz#3 gyrotron (5.5-U) were available for that experiment. The EC-waves
from the 2-O port were injected with toroidally oblique paths, and the EC-wave from the 5.5-U port
was injected with a nearly vertical path. Considering the Doppler-shifted on-axis resonance condition
for the toroidally oblique injections from 2-O port using TRAVIS code [19], a magnetic field
configuration of Rax = 3.65 m with Bt = 2.712 T was set. The beam paths from 2-O port in the

configuration, projected on plasma poloidal cross sections, are calculated and plotted in Fig. 2. Though
the cold fundamental and second harmonic resonance layers of 2.75 T (purple lines) are off-axis at r ~
0.1, the positions of power deposition (red areas) shift toward low field side and are expected to be
nearly on-axis, due to the Doppler effect. The TRAVIS code is useful for pre-experiment
investigations and for investigations of long pulse discharges because the code does not inevitably
require experimentally obtained three-dimensional equilibrium mapping files (TSmap in the LHD
[20]) which are not available for the long pulse discharges due to a lack of measurements, such as the
plasma stored energy and the plasma current.

Figure 2. Results of EC-wave ray-tracing calculation by TRAVIS code, for the 77 GHz beam
injected from 2-OLR antenna (left) and for the 154 GHz beam from 2-OLL antenna (right) with the
configuration of the magnetic field and EC-wave beam directions in #122257. Layers of magnetic
field of 2.75 T for fundamental resonance for 77 GHz and second harmonic resonance for 154 GHz
are drawn with purple lines. Ellipse-like lines denote the magnetic flux surfaces, and the innermost
thick line denotes r = 0.1. Power deposition regions are colored in red.
Figure 3 shows the waveforms of PECH, ne_ave, Te0, the electron temperature profile, and the electron
density profile of the discharge #122257 in which stable long pulse sustainment of e-ITB longer than 5
min was successfully demonstrated. On the right side of Fig. 3, waveforms of radiation power
measured with an absolute extreme ultraviolet diode detector, spectroscopy signals from carbon (CIII)
and iron (FeXVI) are also plotted. EC-waves from three gyrotrons, each with continuous ~110kW port
through power, were applied for plasma heating. The plasma parameters of ne_ave = 1.1×1019 m−3 and
Te0 = ~3.5 keV were maintained for 330 s by PECH of 340 kW. As seen in Fig. 3 (c), the Te profile has
fine ITB structure and the profile is maintained stably throughout the discharge duration.
The radiation power and the impurity signals show no increase or accumulation during the 5 min
discharge, except for the sharp increases at the timing of termination, as seen in Fig. 3 (d), (e), and (f).
The behaviour of the impurity signals of FeXVI and CIII at the timing of termination is expanded and
plotted in Fig. 3 (g). Prior to the CIII signal, the FeXVI signal started to increase from t ~ 329.0 s, and
the discharge terminated at t ~ 329.4 s. Thus, the cause of the termination is the influx of iron. This
impurity measurement coincides with an observation of sparks. Long pulse power injection from the
5.5-U port tends to cause sparks in the vicinity of the ECH antenna. The precise position and the
source of the sparks are not clear yet.
As a reference, Te and ne profiles without e-ITB (black) of another long pulse (~41 min) ECH
discharge #131054 (Rax = 3.6 m, Bt = 2.75 T) [15] are plotted in Fig. 3 (c). The discharge #131054 was
performed with nearly the same ne_ave and PECH of ~350 kW (average of 321 kW and 374 kW timings
due to the two-minute alternating operation of two of the four gyrotrons), while Te0 was ~2.7 keV. The
41 min discharge #131054 was sustained only with the EC-waves injected from the 2-O port. At the
321 kW timings, 154GHz#1 (2-OLL), 154GHz#2 (2-OUL), and 77GHz#1 (2-OLR) gyrotrons were
operated. At the 374 kW timings, 154GHz#1, 154GHz#2, and 77GHz#2 (2-OUR) gyrotrons were
operated.

Figure 3. Waveforms in the ECH 330 s discharge with e-ITB, #122257: ECH power (a), central
electron temperature (@R=3.656 m) and line average electron density (b), electron temperature
profiles at 30 s, 150 s, and 320 s (c), radiation power (d), spectroscopy signals from carbon (e) and
iron (f), and expansion of the carbon and the iron signals at the timing of plasma termination (g). An
electron temperature profile in a discharge without e-ITB (#131054, at 900 s) is also plotted in (c).
Calculation of ECH power deposition using TRAVIS code indicates that the power deposition region
(Fig. 2, colored in red) is at around the plasma center, and the deposition power density at the plasma
center Qdep0 in #122257, ~2 MWm−3 as seen in Fig. 4, is 4 times higher than Qdep0 in #131054, ~0.5
MWm−3. The power deposition profile in #131054 is nearly flat extending up to r ~ 0.3, differing from
the highly peaked profile in #122257. Here, the magnetic configuration of #131054 and the resultant
broader temperature profile were adopted expecting robust plasma against impurity influxes. The
TRAVIS calculation indicates that the total absorbed power in #122257 is 322 kW so that the heating
efficiency h is 95 %, and the total absorbed power in #131054 at 900 s is 371 kW, thus h is 99 %.
Radial distributions of electron thermal diffusivity coefficients in the discharges with and without eITB are evaluated using a transport coefficient evaluation tool based on the power balance, TR-snap
[21], built in the integrated modelling code for three-dimensional configuration (TASK3D) [22], and
are plotted in Fig. 5. Significant decrease in the thermal diffusivity coefficient at the plasma core
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Figure 4. Distributions of absorbed ECH power per volume dPabs/dV calculated with TRAVIS code
and measured electron temperature profiles are plotted as functions of normalized minor radius for
the with e-ITB discharge #122257 at 150 s and for the without e-ITB discharge #131054 at 900 s.
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Figure 5.
Radial distributions of electron
thermal diffusivity coefficients in the
discharges with and without e-ITB calculated
with TR-snap code.

Comparison of the electron kinetic energies of the
plasmas in the discharges with (#122257, Rax =
3.65 m) and without (#131054, Rax = 3.6 m) e-ITB
shows that the kinetic energy in the case of
without e-ITB is 1.24 times higher than that in the case of with e-ITB, mainly due to the difference in
Te profiles. The kinetic energies are evaluated using the Te and ne profile data. Though the electron
temperature at the central region increases by the formation of e-ITB, the temperature decreases at the
middle region. This may be explained mainly by the higher total absorbed power (371 kW compared
with 322 kW as described above), the broader power deposition profile as seen in Fig. 4, and the lower
thermal diffusivity coefficient at the middle region as seen in Fig. 5 in the discharge of without e-ITB.
Also, the difference of Rax in the discharges may have small contribution because the confinement
property with Rax = 3.6 m is slightly better than that with Rax = 3.65 m in the LHD [23].
A temporal increase/decrease in the ne_ave/Te0 at about t = 240 s was caused by a decrease in wallpumping rate and a change of gas fuelling operations. For gas fuelling in the discharge, two helium
mass flow controllers with large flow rate of up to 3,000 sccm (mass flow controller-L) and with small
flow rate of up to 100 sccm (mass flow controller-S) were used. Each of the mass flow controllers
furnishes mass flow meter-L and mass flow meter-S, respectively. The mass flow controller-L was
mainly used at the plasma start-up timing for a pre-puffing. A control voltage of 1.5 V was applied to
the mass flow controller-L for 440 ms from t = 0.87 s and the peak mass flow rate caused by the
voltage application was 790 sccm. The mass flow controller-S was feedback controlled in order to
maintain the plasma density at a set value of 1.1×1019 m−3 here. To apply basic gas fuelling, the mass
flow controller-L was also used after the plasma startup by applying a control voltage of 2.4 V with 20

Even when ne_ave reached its peak value of
1.35×1019 m−3 at t = 242 s, the e-ITB profile of
the electron temperature was maintained, with
decreased Te0 of ~2.5 keV.
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around the time when the temporal density
increase occurred.
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Figure 7. Improvements in line average
configuration with that of #122257 (Rax = 3.65 m,
electron density and central electron
Bt = 2.712 T), three EC-wave powers (131 kW temperature of long pulse discharges over 5
84 GHz from 1.5-L port, 155 kW - 77 GHz from
min sustained with ECH, due to an increase in
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equatorial port 2-OLR) were applied, with the 84
internal transport barrier. Shot number,
GHz power continuously and the two 77 GHz
duration time, and line average electron
powers alternately with 2 minute intervals. Qdep0
density are noted near the data points.
in the periods of the equatorial port injections is
evaluated as 0.8 MWm−3, while Qdep0 in the
periods of the top port injections is 0 MWm−3 (off-axis heating at around r ~ 0.25). Only in the periods
with Qdep0 = 0.8 MWm−3, e-ITBs are formed and the increment of Te0 achieves ~1.1 keV, that is, an
increment of ~65% from the Te0 of ~1.7 keV without e-ITB. In the case of ne_ave = 1.1×1019 m−3
(#122257 and #131054), the increment of Te0 is ~30 %.

The Te profiles at a timing of on-axis heating (red) and at a timing of off-axis heating (black) in the
discharge #117234 are plotted in Fig. 8. The Te profile in the discharge #122257 is also plotted for
comparison. Under the same magnetic field configuration of the two discharges, a change of ECH
power deposition from off-axis to on-axis results in a generation of e-ITB. Under the same on-axis

ECH condition, an increase of the deposition
power density results in higher temperature not
only at the peaked core region inside the transport
barrier, but also at the entire region of the plasma.
Thus, it is worth emphasizing that, in the LHD
and other stellarators, the generation of e-ITB is
caused by concentrated on-axis ECH achieved by
an appropriate combination of Rax, Bt, and ECwave beam direction settings. The e-ITB is
generated when the collisionality at the plasma
core region is reduced enough for a transition
from ion root, characterized by small radial
electric field, to electron root characterized by
large positive radial electric field [16, 17].

4. Conclusions and future prospects

Figure 8. Electron temperature profiles in
the discharges #117234 (red: at a period with
on-axis ECH, black: at a period with off-axis
ECH) and #122257 (blue: at t = 150s, the same
data with that in Fig. 3 (c)).

In recent years, long pulse discharges in the LHD
have shown significant progress in sustaining
plasmas with higher temperatures and densities, especially with improved confinement state (e-ITB).
Plasmas having e-ITB with ne_ave of 1.1×1019 m−3 are stably sustained for more than 5 min by 340 kW
ECH power without any serious problem. Similar to the short pulse discharges, center-focused ECH
power deposition generates and sustains the e-ITBs without degradation during the long pulse
discharges. Due to the formation of e-ITBs, Te0 increased by 30 % or by 65 %. In the former case with
ne_ave = 1.1×1019 m−3, Te0 was improved to ~3.5 keV while Te0 of another discharge with the same ne_ave
but without e-ITB was ~2.7 keV. In the latter case with lower ne_ave of ~0.7×1019 m−3, Te0 was
improved to ~2.8 keV from ~1.7 keV. Further improved plasma parameters will be achieved by
improvement in long pulse gyrotron operation and the resultant increase in heating power.
Performing longer discharges having e-ITB up to a few tens of minutes in the LHD will be possible by
changing the method of power injections. The 5 min e-ITB discharge was terminated due to sparks
which occurred near the ECH power injection antenna at 5.5-U port. However, this is not an essential
problem, but is a problem specific to the LHD. Though the precise position and cause of the sparks are
not clear yet, usage of power injection systems connected to the antennas installed in the equatorial
port, instead of the power injection system connected to the 5.5-U antenna, would be able to extend
the duration time of e-ITB discharges.
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